Selected scholarly and literary publications of present and past IBT translation staff and consultants

**Alekseev, Mikhail** (†, exegetical advisor in various Dagestanian projects, 1993-2014)

2011. Перевод Библии на языки народов России: социолингвистические аспекты. (Bible Translation into the Languages of Russia: Sociolinguistic Aspects.) Moscow: Academia Press.


---

**Arapovich, Borislav** (IBT founder and director, 1973-1997)


2003. Библиография переводов Библии на языки народов России, стран СНГ и Балтии. (Bibliography of Bible translations into the languages of Russia, the CIS and the Baltic republics. Preliminary edition.) IBT.


---

**Beerle-Moor, Marianne** (IBT Russia director, 1997-2013; Lezgi project consultant, 1998-present)


Clark, David (consultant in various IBT projects, 1995-2014)


Cotrozzi, Stefano (exegetical advisor in various IBT projects, 1998-2013)


Crisp, Simon (IBT translation dep't head, 1980s-1990s; consultant in various IBT projects, 1998-2008)


2006. “P46 and Good as New: The Bearing of Manuscript Evidence on Decisions about Canon”. Published in: Canon and Modern Bible Translation in Interconfessional Perspective, ed. by Lénart J. de Regt, United Bible Societies.


---

**Desnitsky, Andrei** (consultant in various IBT projects, 1999-present)


---

**Fokin, Alexey** (exegetical advisor in Dungan project, 2001-2012)


Gadilia, Ketevan (coordinator of various IBT projects, 2000-present)


2009. “Категория определенности и неопределенности в контексте предикатно-аргументной структуры предложения в некоторых западноиранных языках “. (The Category of Definiteness in Certain Western Iranian Languages.) Published in: Вопросы языкознания 2009 (1), pp. 82-90.

Kazenin, Konstantin (coordinator/exegetical advisor/consultant in various IBT projects, mid-1990s-early 2000s)


De Regt, Lénart (consultant in various IBT projects on behalf of United Bible Societies, 2000-present)


2006. Canon and Modern Bible Translation in Interconfessional Perspective. (Editor.) Istanbul: United Bible Societies / Bible Society in Turkey (distributed by Eisenbrauns).


Somov, Alexey (exegetical advisor in Kurmanji-Kurdish and Kalmyk projects, 2006-2013; consultant in various IBT projects, 2014-present)


2013. "Концепт «воскресение из мертвых» в картине мира авторов библейской и околобиблейской литературы". (The Concept of the Resurrection from the Dead in the Worldview of the Authors of Biblical and Cognate Literature.) Published in: *Религиоведческие исследования* 7-8, Moscow, pp. 169-194.

Testelets, Yakov. (exegetical advisor in various IBT projects, 1998-present)


Voinov, Vitaly (exegetical advisor in Tuvan project, 1999-present; IBT Russia director, 2013-present; consultant in Lak and Azeri projects, 2014-present)
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